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126-TExT OF JUNE 6, 1978, CABLE FROM U.S. EMBASSY
IN GuYANA TO U.S. DEPARTMENT OF STATE

SUbject: People's Temple and the Community at Jonestown.
1_ Discus8ion.-As the Department is aware consIderable public, press and
Congressional interest has been focused, over the last year, on the People's
Temple settlement at Jonestown. Located in a remote part of northwest Guyana,
this agricultural community consists of a group of American citizens r.hought
to number in excess of 1,000 Who have immigrated to Guyana from various parts
of the U.S. The preponderance of attention has turned around the question of
the welfare and whereabouts of individual members of the community raised
by their next of kin in the U.S., either directly or by using the intermediary of
various senators and congressmen.
2. Responding to this interest, the Embassy has established a procedure
whereby one of the consul'ar officers visit'S Jonestown on a quarterly 'basis to
perform routine consular functions and to communicate with various individuals
within the community who may have been the subject of specific inquiries. (It
should be noted that because of its remote location, travel to Jonestown from
Georgetown and back requires some three to four days using the uncertain com
mercial transport facilities available. Travel to and from the site can be ac
complished in one day but this requires that an aircraft be chartered and that
ground transport from the nearest airstrip be provided by the nearest govern
ment of Guyana administrative office.) So far there have been three such visits
lind the procedure seems to be functioning satisfactorily.
3. During the consular visits it has been observed that the local Guyanese
admlnistr.ation exercises little or no control over the Jonestown community, and
that the settlement's autonomy seems virtually total. This Is due to a variety
of reasons which include the fact that the area in question Is remote and thus
the government's rather primitive administrative machinery is already over
strained by its obligations to the Guyanese citizens living in the reglon, as well
as an understandable disinterest on the part of the local O'flicials to bother with
an apparently self-sufficient community of non-Guyanese who obviously are
not actively seeking any extensive contact with the Guyanese environment in
which their settlement is located.
4. What we have, therefore, is a community of American citizens existing as
a self-contained and self·governing unit In a foreign land and Which, for all
intents and purposes, is furnishing to the residents all of the community
services such as civil administration, police and tire protection, education, health
care, etc., normally provided by a central government within its territory.
5. Given the nature of many of the inquiries, both private and congressional,
concerning the welfare/whereabouts of various members of the residents of
Jonestown, as well as many of the articles appearing in the press which have
alleged that indiViduals were being held in the commuility against their will,
the lack of any objective elected or appointed political presence in Jonestown
raises a legal question which this mission is not qualified to answer.
6. The Embassy is not, of course, in a position to exercise any control over
private American citizens; however, private Americans traveling to or resident
in a foreign country are expected to observe and conform to the laws of the
host government. Conversely, can the host government be obliged to extend
its governmental control and the protection of its legal system over an individual
or group of aliens residing within its territory?
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7. Recommendation.-It is requested that the Office of the Legal Adviser re
view the situation described above, as well as other pertinent data concerning
the People's Temple and the Jonestown community which are available in
CA/SCS in the Department. If, after such review, and assuming that the answer
to the question posed in the preceding paragraph is affirmative, it is requested
that we be instructed to approach the government of Guyana at an appropriate
level to discuss the People's Temple community and request that the government
exercise normal administratilTe jurisdiction over the community, particularly to
insure that all of its residents are informed and understand that they are
subject to the laws and authority of the GOG and that the~T enjoy the protec
tion of the Guyanese legal system.

APPENDIX 2
LOG No. 13O-TEXT OF JUNE 26,1918 CABLE FROM U.S. DEPARTMENT
OF STATE IN RESPONSE TO JUNE 6, 1918 CABLE FROM U.S. EMBASSY
IN GUYANA

SUbject: People's Temple and the community at Jonestown.
Ref. Georgetown 1815.
1. Department can appreciate the uniqueness of the situati-on described in ref t .
and the problems post has encountered in attempting to deal with this situation.
2. We agree with post's position set forth in paragraph 6 of ref tel and concur
that host government has governmental jurisdiction over U.S. citizens and other
aliens residing within its boundaries. Department assumes that both the Guyanese
Government and the leader of the People's Temple are aware that the community
is under the jurisdiction of tile GOG and that all members of the community are
sUbject to the laws and authority of the GOG. Department at present of view that
any action initiated by the Embassy to approach the GOG concerning matters
raised in ref tel could ,he construed by some as U.S. Government interference,
unless Amcit member or famIly requests assistance or there is evidence of law
lessness with;n the community of Jonestown.
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